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asset value of a doctor. What economic

value she or he can add to the

economy; the return on investment,

so to say. In fact this has already been

discussed to death. Biomedical science

has never been so “cool”, what with

EDB and NSTB (recently renamed

Agency for Science, Technology and

Research, or A*STAR) running full-

page scholarship ads. There is even a

new government agency set up just

to spearhead biomedical industry

development, now that manufacturing

is threatening to go red and flee north.

When one considers the amount of

money a single doctor-entrepreneur can

add to the Singapore economy by say,

inventing a new way to screen, treat or

scan, I think the question of “worth it”

might be deemed void. One has to

spend money to make money.

TOO MANY OR TOO FEW

The issue of “too many” is an

interesting one. What’s unusual about

the calculations for Singapore’s local

medical school intake is that unlike

in practically all other fields, attrition

does not seem to have been taken

into account. It is as if everyone who

graduates from medical school here is

expected to be a doctor till she or he dies.

Such calculations cry for a reality

check. But please don’t envy those

figuring out the numbers. Everyone

seems to want a doctor these days,

from patients, to research labs, to

companies. It’s arguable whether over

or undersupply is worse, but what’s

certain is that some regulation is

required. The perennial fear of “too

many” is that healthcare costs will go

up because doctors create demand for

their services. And the situation in some

countries seems to illustrate this point.

That is true to a certain extent,

and in particular if things stay status

quo. Simply put, if we have more

doctors and polyclinic consultations

and surgical ward rounds still

remain those cursory if-you-are-not-

dying-I’ll-take-a-minute affairs, then

certainly we will have excess doctors

creating demand.

However, if services improve, and

more doctors see fewer patients because

patients are treated as such, then

“too many” will become just right. Of

course, this is putting it simplistically.

Money complicates once again. Fewer

patients may mean less money, and it’s

foolhardy to assume doctors would be

Hippocratic. Patients themselves might

be unwilling to fork out more to be treated

as patients. I doubt the government

will subsidize the difference.

“GIVING UP MEDICINE”

What’s for certain is that we need more

doctors and steps are already being

taken to address this – which leads

to the final point. In the past, doctors

were not expected to “give up medicine”.

In fact, those who did so – women mostly

– jeopardize things for future generations

of women doctors. But times have

changed. Larger proportions of medical

students may not practise “real” clinical

medicine in years to come. With the

breadth of opportunities opening up,

hopefully equally bright sparks will

contribute to national interest by research,

management and invention.

“Giving up medicine” is hardly the

fault of women. It’s the way society

is structured. An economy structured

to reward non-practising male doctors

in commerce will lead to men “giving

up medicine” too. Should we then

blame them? At least the women do it

for nobler reasons. The important thing

here is to create options so that no one

with a medical degree needs to give

up clinical practice totally just because

she or he decides to do something

else for a while, or for most of the day.

In every other career field, women

tend not to go as far as men because

of family and marriage. In fact,

many think this is a good way of

dividing responsibility. We should

not penalize women for the sacrifices

they make to look after our families.

This includes women doctors. Having

strong families is in our national

interest too.  ■
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REGULAR FEEDBACK CONTRIBUTOR POOL OF FEEDBACK UNIT

The Feedback Unit of the Ministry of Community Development organises feedback sessions and straw polls to obtain a
better idea of how Singaporeans feel about national issues. It also publishes policy digests and other newsletters to
explain national issues and invite feedback.

At the Annual Conference of the Feedback Unit in 1997, Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong emphasised the
importance of public feedback.

In the past, the Feedback Unit has been approaching the SMA to invite members to attend feedback sessions and
participate in straw polls. Now it would like to reach out to doctors directly to join its regular feedback contributor pool.
A member of the contributor pool will be invited to attend feedback sessions and participate in straw polls regularly.
Members of the contributor pool will also receive publications from the Feedback Unit as and when they are published.

Members who wish to participate in feedback sessions and straw polls of the Feedback Unit regularly, may indicate
your interest through the following channels:

Website : www.feedback.gov.sg
Email : feedback_unit@mcds.gov.sg
Hotline : 1800 353 5555

For further information, please visit the Feedback Unit’s website at www.feedback.gov.sg or call Allison Teo at 3548070.


